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We offer this here to build an understanding for our brother: 
You do not seek, in the sense of moving backwards in time. You do not perceive by looking for a 
tool which opens your eyes to be able to see. You, rather, seek Knowing. You, rather, seek 
Consciousness. The seeking of Consciousness, moreso, is the unburdening of self of that which 
has been collected in the current sojourn or journey through Earth. And yet, some would argue, 
“Then to what point is the journey in Earth?” Our answer to you in this meeting would be, quite 
simply, the point of your journey in Earth, at current time or in the current time, is whatever you 
choose it to be. And as Zachary would state, “That would justify a [sing-song] ta-da!” 

There is no fault to be found by one who seeks and finds and uses valuable tools, wonderful 
treatments, exemplary methodologies of sight, sound, meditation, prayer… These are all 
stepping-stones. But it is Consciousness that you are seeking. And the stepping-stones or the 
methods, the treatments … these are all designed to help you step over the habits, over the 
current belief, to pass beyond the veils that separate you from the Consciousness which is, was, 
and ever shall be One with God. 

And so, as you have journeyed in this lifetime, you have seen these things and struggled with 
them, often to the point of limitation, for their logic evaded you. Even though in consciousness 
you sought to subscribe to them, they were moreso burdensome than liberating. 

In one time past, there was the discovery that Oneness could be made manifest so as to be at One 
with all in creation. And this for the most was focused upon the Earth, so much so that the 
creatures of the Earth knew it and came to the believing: you and they to be One. And the 
alienation that would be normally present by thoughtforms that present themselves in autonomy 
was not present, because the thoughtform was one of Oneness, not singular-ness. Thereof, then, 
there can be found great balm for healing all things: that the attitude of Oneness is the greatest of 
all; that the attitude of self can limit you from being healed, you from being joyful, you from 
being abundant, and on and on. 

Those who deny the Completeness of their Being with all that exists are denying their existence, 
and therefore they must perish; the only way they can move forward is to perish — they cannot 
continue on in a sojourn in the Earth or any other realm without it having defined beginnings and 
endings. And it is through the experiencing of these beginnings and endings that understanding 
can be built as stepping-stones. And thus the Wheel of Life, or karma, and reincarnation, and 
such as this, are methodologies that have been placed into functioning that facilitate these 
things.And yet, some miraculously will shatter the illusion, and simply pause and smile, and be 
One, using that which is always theirs: the claiming of their Oneness with God. How so? To 
move. 
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Not literally, but by releasing, and going into that Consciousness which does not know 
limitation.


